
WILL VINSON QUARTET TECHNICAL RIDER 2017

SAXOPHONE

One boom microphone sound
One Sennheiser MD421 or EV RE20

PIANO/KEYBOARDS

One Grand Piano, tuned
One Fender Rhodes or equivalent, and amp (preferably Fender Deluxe)

BASS

1 fully carved (no plywood!) acoustic bass with an adjustable bridge and pickup. Pickup must either be a 
Fishman "Full Circle" or David Gage "Realist". Thomastik Spirocore strings or gut strings (or a 
combination of the two) are preferred. Instrument must be of exceptional quality and preferably from a 
musician who keeps it in good condition, and not from a rental company. 

Amps- In order of preference 

1. Aguilar 751 amp with Aguilar DB 410 Cabinet
2. Ampeg SVT Tube amp with Ampeg 4x10 cabinet 

No combo amps and no SWR amps or cabinets 

DRUMS

Drum set 
One (1) complete studio quality jazz Drum Set 
Make in order of preference : Yamaha (Maple Custom, Maple Absolute, no Recording Custom), Gretsch; 
Ludwig). 
Though difficult to find, a vintage kit of the following brands, Camco, Ludwig, Slingerland, or Gretsch 
would be very much appreciated. 

*Size of the drum including the depth is essential.
 
- Top Heads: First choice of head type: FYBERSKIN; 2nd choice: COATED AMBASSADOR
-- Bottom Heads: CLEAR REMO DIPLOMAT; NO HOLE IN FRONT HEAD OF BASS DRUM
- 1 (two) rack tom (12" x 8")
- 1 (one) floor tom    (14" x 14")
- 1 (one) bass drum  (20" x 14")
- 1 (one) snare drum (14” x 5”)
- 1 (one) snare drum metal shell (14” x 6.5” or 7")
- 3 (three) cymbal stands
- 2 (two) snare drum stands 
- 1 (one) hi hat stand
- 1 (one) bass drum pedal (Yamaha preferred or DW5000) with an all felt beater**
- 1 (one) drum throne/seat
- 2 (two) clean towels
- 2 (two) bottles of water


